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Why Wind Energy?   
Because Wind Works for Texas 
 
 

 
Wind turbines have become a familiar sight across Texas for a wide variety of reasons, including their 
consumer, economic development, and environmental benefits. As the map below shows, Texas has 
been blessed with an incredible and infinite wind energy resource.  By harnessing that energy, wind 
power saves Texas electricity consumers more than $1 billion every year as Texas generates 24% of its 
electricity from the wind.  Other benefits include: 

 

Economic Advantages 
 

• Low Price and Price Stability:  Advances in technology have made wind generation among the most 
affordable sources of electricity.  Even better, while power prices from other sources can fluctuate 
due to variable fuel costs, wind’s fuel price is fixed permanently providing protection for consumers. 

• Revitalization of Rural Economies and Schools:  Wind energy can diversify the economies of rural 
communities, adding to the tax base, bringing jobs, and providing new income for farmers and 
ranchers.  With more than $53.1 billion invested in 33,133 MW of wind generation across Texas, 
wind projects are creating jobs and paying taxes that help communities pay for government and 
public schools, while providing property tax relief to homeowners and businesses.   

• Job Creation:  Wind energy projects create new jobs ranging from construction, maintenance 
technicians, meteorologists and surveyors to structural engineers, assembly workers, lawyers, 
bankers.  On a per megawatt basis, wind energy creates 30% more jobs than coal and 66% more 
than a nuclear plant.  Today, according to the Department of Energy, more than 24,000 Texans work 
in wind power including workers at the 45 Texas manufacturing facilities supporting wind’s growth. 

 

Community Advantages 
 

• Energy Independence for Texas:  Wind energy helps to diversify our energy portfolio and to reduce 
our dependence on imported fuels.  Using Texas wind keeps consumers’ energy dollars working in 
Texas – instead of shipped to other states.  As America’s energy hub, Texas can power Texas.  

• Supporting Texas Agriculture:  Wind turbines coexist well with agricultural operations and livestock.  
Built on private land, payments to landowners exceed $90 million each year helping keep rural 
Texans, including our farmers and ranchers, on their land and enjoying new revenue from wind. 

• Local Ownership:  Developing local sources of electricity means our energy dollars are invested back 
into the local economy.  Landowners benefit, electricity consumers benefit, school districts - and 
students - benefit, and local workers benefit. 
 

Water and the Environment  
 

• Wind Energy is Dry Energy:  Power 
generation consumes more water than any 
other sector in the United States, including 
agriculture. Wind power uses no water which 
saves Texas 87 billion gallons of water each 
year.  The same electricity can take about 600 
times more water with nuclear and 500 times 
more water with coal than wind.  

 


